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Abstract 

Previous research investigating the efficacy of 
predictive information for detecting and diagnosing 
aircraft system failures found that subjects like to 
have predictive information concerning when a 
parameter would reach an alert range. This research 
focused on where the predictive information should 
be located, whether the information should be more 
closely associated with the parameter information 
or with the alert information. Each subject saw 3 
forms of predictive information: (1) none, (2) a 
predictive alert message, and (3) predictive 
information on the status display. Generally, 
subjects performed better and preferred to have 
predictive information available although the 
difference between status and alert predictive 
information was minimal. Overall, for detection and 
recalling what happened, status predictive 
information is best; however for diagnosis, alert 
predictive information holds a slight edge. 

Introduction 
In the aviation community, the early detection 

of a possible aircraft system failure may increase 
the safety of flight by allowing flight crews to 
rectify the problem before an alert occurs. One 
method to aid early detection of a problem is to 
present information on the predicted state of the 
system. Previous research found that subjects liked 
to have predictive information indicating when a 
parameter would reach an alert range [1-7]. This 
earlier research focused on how predictive 
information affected pilot decision making because 
some of the benefits of predictive information are in 
the realm of improved decision making [8-10]. 
Previous research conducted by Bartolone and 
Trujillo [11] and Trujillo [1-3] examined the format 
predictive information should take; in particular, the 
update rates and whether pilots wanted to know the 
predicted time to an alert or whether they preferred 
to know when a parameter was abnormally 
increasing or decreasing in value. 

Objectives 
The primary objective of this experiment was 

to understand whether the predictive information 
should be located with the parameter information or 
with the alert information. It was postulated that 
because a parameter had yet to reach an alert range, 
subjects might prefer it to be associated more 
closely with the affected parameter. Further, 
because no procedure was associated with the 
predictive information, it was acting as, and thus 
depicted as, status information. On the other hand, a 
parameter was trending towards an alert range, so 
some subjects might prefer it to be associated with 
an alert, and therefore the alert’s associated 
corrective procedure. This is apparent for subjects 
wanting to take proactive actions [5]. Therefore, in 
this experiment subjects saw both forms of 
predictive information in order to obtain objective 
and subjective preferences. 

Method 

Subjects 
Twelve people participated as subjects. Six 

were certificated pilots with a current Private Pilot 
license [12]. The rest of the subjects were non-
pilots. The average age of the pilots was 47 years 
and the average age of the non-pilots was 42 years. 
The pilots had an average of 16 years experience 
and an average of 780 hrs of flight experience. 

Independent Variable – Predictive 
Information 

Each subject saw 3 forms of predictive 
information: (1) none, (2) predictive alert, and (3) 
predictive status. The predictive information was an 
estimate of when an alert range would be reached 
given the current system configuration. The 
prediction was in the format of minutes and tens of 
second (e.g., 1:20). All predictions were accurate 
for this evaluation i.e., if the predictive time to an 
alert was 1 min, then in 1 min the affected 



parameter would reach an alert range for the given 
system configuration. 

Predictive Alert 
For the predictive alert, the time to an alert 

range was at the end of the appropriate alert 
message.  The time to an alert message was 
presented as an advisory alert (cyan in color) 
because the alert range had yet to be reached 
(Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Predictive Alert 

Predictive Status 
For the predictive status, the time to an alert 

range was at the beginning of the alert range for the 
corresponding parameter display (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Predictive Status 

Independent Variable – Display Format 
Subjects also saw two display formats, the 

baseline display and one of the collocated displays. 
The collocated displays were the Dial-on-Control 
(DoC) and MultiDimensional Object (MDO) 
display formats [13]. The collocated displays were 
designed so that all three types of information were 
located on one screen [11, 14-16]. All the display 
formats modeled the same 3 systems – fuel system, 
power plant, and heat exchanger. 

Baseline Display 
On the baseline display format, status 

information was separate from the alert/procedure 
and control screens. Status information was 
presented with standard dial formats whose 
normalized area of parameter movement was 1. 
When all the parameters were at their expected 
values, the dial pointers were horizontal (Figure 3). 
This aspect of the display encouraged check reading 
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Figure 3. Baseline Display Dial Format 

because pattern matching could be employed [8]; 
any parameter deviation displayed a dial pointer 
departing from horizontal, which entailed large 
parameter movement. Therefore, this display 
incorporated pattern matching and large parameter 
movement. 

The control screen mimicked the functional 
layout of the generic system (Figure 4). 
Components with no change of state, such as the 
RES, were shown with white squares. Components 
that could change state (i.e., turn on and off), such 
as the PMP, were shown with circles. A single 
outlined circle indicated a component that was on  
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Figure 4. Baseline Display Control Screen 



while a double circle denoted a component that off. 
The outline color of the component depicted the 
highest alert range of the component’s parameter 
values. A failed component was shown with a red 
outline and a red X. 

Dial-on-Control (DoC) Display 
The dial-on-control format was a collocated 

display with parameter information integrated into 
the control display (Figure 5). It had a normalized 
area of parameter movement of 0.4. This display 
shared some of the conventions employed in the 
baseline display. Components with no change of 
state were displayed as square while components 
that could change state were displayed as circles. 
Also, a single outlined circle indicated a component 
that was “on” while a double circle designated a 
component that was “off.” 
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Figure 5. DoC Display 

Each component symbol was split in half 
vertically. The left half of the component registered 
either pressure or quantity while the right half of the 
component indicated temperature. Pressure was 
shown with a triangle icon, quantity with a 
rectangle, and temperature with a circle. The icons 
that indicated the parameter values traveled around 
the component outline. When all the parameters 
were at their expected values, the icons were 
displayed at the horizontal middle of the component 
outline. Therefore, this display incorporated 
collocation and pattern matching but with limited 
movement. 

The appropriately color-coded alert range was 
indicated at either the top or bottom of the 
component outline. The rest of the outline of the 
component symbol, not including the alert ranges, 
was green. 

When a parameter reached an alert range, the 
icon changed from white to black and the 
component name was displayed in the same color as 
the component’s parameters highest alert 
classification reached; otherwise the component’s 
name was displayed in white. A failed component 
was displayed with a red X through the component 
and the component’s name was displayed in red, 
indicating a warning. 

Multi-Dimensional Object (MDO) Display 
As with the DoC display, the MDO display 

collocated the parameter information with the  
control  display  but  the  parameter  information 
was  integrated pictorially into the control display 
[17]; pressure was shown by size, temperature was 
indicated by fill color, and quantity was depicted by 
fill level. Therefore, this display supported 
collocation with no pattern matching because 
subjects were unfamiliar with this display (Figure 
6) but it did have large parameter movement – a 
normalized area of parameter movement of 2. The 
additional incorporation of the parameter 
information was thought to enhance visual 
processing of the display in a glance such as was 
found with polar-star displays [14]. As with the  
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Figure 6. MDO Display 



other two displays, components with no change of 
state were square while components that could 
change state were circles. For the components with 
a change of state, a solid white outline indicated a 
component that was “on” while a thick, long-dash 
white outline indicated a component that was “off.” 
A failed component was shown with a red X 
through it. 

Pressure was indicated by size. When pressure 
increased, the amount of the component symbol’s 
filled area grew proportionally. When pressure 
decreased, the colored fill shrank proportionally. 
The beginning of a pressure alert range was shown 
with a dotted colored outline indicating the alert 
level. When the pressure alert range was reached, 
the dotted colored outline turned to a solid red, 
amber, or cyan indicating the alert level and the 
component name turned black in color. 

Temperature was indicated by fill color. When 
the temperature increased, the fill color changed 
from green to the alert range color from the center 
out. When the temperature decreased, the fill color 
changed from green to the alert range color from 
the outside in. The beginning of the high 
temperature alert range was indicated by the outside 
edge of the colored component fill and the 
beginning of a low temperature alert range was the 
center of the colored component fill. When a high 
temperature alert were reached, the fill color was 
displayed in the same as the alert range color with a 
dotted green outline at the edge. When a low 
temperature alert range were reached, the fill color 
was displayed in the same as the alert range color 
with a small black circle in the middle. Also, the 
component name was displayed in black. 

Quantity was indicated by fill level. When the 
quantity increased, the fill level rose and when the 
quantity decreased, the fill level fell. A small white 
horizontal line on the side of the component outline 
indicated normal fill level. A small color-coded line 
on the side of the component outline showed the 
beginning of an alert range. This color-coded line 
was the same color as the alert category. When an 
alert range was reached, the component name 
turned black and the top of the fill level changed to 
the color coded alert range. 

Dependent Variables 
The dependent variables consisted of the 

subjects’ ability to track a randomly moving object, 
to detect, diagnose and mitigate the system failure, 
and their recollection of the problem. Also 
measured was the subject’s accuracy in indicating 
the system with the failure and the subject’s 
diagnostic accuracy of the component parameter 
affected. 

At the end of each display format, subjects 
completed the NASA-TLX workload measure 
questionnaire [18, 19] and a Cooper-Harper (CH) 
controllability scale rating [20, 21]. 

At the end of the experiment, subjects 
completed a final questionnaire. This questionnaire 
asked subjects to rate on a continuous scale how 
easy it was to determine system status with the 
collocated and predictive displays. The 
questionnaire also asked for subject preferences, 
and likes and dislikes by display type. 

Procedure 
When subjects first arrived, they signed a 

consent form before being given a verbal briefing 
on the experiment tasks. 

Subjects then moved to the simulator where 
they completed two practice runs with the first 
display format. After the practice runs, subjects 
completed 12 data runs. During each run, subjects 
had to keep a randomly moving target centered 
using a left-handed joystick. They also had to 
monitor for a single failure that would occur in one 
of the systems. Once they identified the system with 
the failure, subjects then corrected the failure by 
following a checklist. At the end of each run, 
subjects answered questions about what failure 
occurred, and complete the NASA-TLX and CH 
controllability rating scale. At the end of the 12 data 
runs with the first display, subjects completed two 
practice runs with the second display and then the 
12 data runs with that display. 

At the end of the simulation runs and 
questions, subjects completed the final 
questionnaire. 



Apparatus 
The simulation ran on two SGI Crimson 

computers with IRIX 5.2. The redraw refresh rate 
and graphics update was 30 Hz. 

The tracking task was on a 27-inch CRT 
screen in the upper middle of the layout. For the 
baseline display configuration, the dials were on the 
left screen below the tracking task display, the 
alerts and checklists were on the right screen below 
the tracking task, and the controls were on the right-
most screen. For the collocated displays, the display 
was on the middle screen below the tracking task. 
The questions asked after each run were presented 
on the middle screen below the tracking task. 

These three touch screens were 27-inch CRT 
screens with an Elo Touchsystems IntelliTouch 
overlay for touch-screen capability. The Saitek 
Cyborg evo joystick was on the subject’s left side. 

The tracking task was modeled in STAGE v9.2 
from Presagis. VAPS v6.4.1, also from Presagis, 
was used for generating the displays. 

Data Analysis 
Data was analyzed using SPSS® for Windows 

v15. The data was analyzed using a 3-way ANOVA 
with predictive information, display type, and pilot 
status (pilot vs. non-pilot) as the independent 
variables. 

The time to detect, diagnose, and mitigate the 
system failure was defined as the difference in time 
between when the failure started and when subjects 
started remedial action. The subject’s diagnostic 
accuracy of the system with the failure was graded 
by comparing their answer to the correct answer. 
The CH ratings were on an integer scale. For the 
NASA-TLX ratings, the six dimensions of 
workload were normalized to a 100-point scale and 
then averaged together. The final questionnaire was 
on a continuous 100-point scale. 

Results 

Time to Act 
Not surprisingly, subjects noticed failures 

earlier – that is, they identified the system with the 
failure earlier – with the predictive information 
(F(2, 17)=21.16, p<0.01) by approximately 30 s. 

Predictive information was also significant for 
when corrective checklists were started 
(F(2, 17)=11.50, p<0.01). Again, the difference 
between having no predictive information and 
having status and alert predictive information was 
approximately 30 s. 

Display type by predictive information 
(F(4, 17)=4.51, p<0.01) was significant for how long 
it took subjects to indicate system setup at the end 
of the run. As seen in Figure 7, type of predictive 
information does not matter much except for 
displays without pattern recognition (MDO). In this 
case, it is best to have alert predictive information 
available. 

 
Figure 7. Time to Indicate System 

Configuration at End of Run 

Diagnostic Accuracy of the System Failure 
Pilot status by predictive information 

(F(2, 17)=7.04, p<0.01), display type by predictive 
information (F(4, 17)=4.08, p<0.01), and pilot status 
by display type by predictive information 
(F(4, 17)=3.21, p<0.02) were significant for the 
accuracy with which subjects recognized failed 
systems. But as can be seen in Figure 8, pilots with 
the MDO display appear to drive these statistically 
significant results. In general, pilot subjects 
preferred either no predictive information or status 
predictive information with pattern recognition 



 
Figure 8. Accuracy in Recognizing System with Failure 

displays and non-pilot subjects preferred either 
status or alert predictive information. 

Display  type  by  predictive  information 
(F(4, 17)=2.99, p<0.03) and pilot status by display 
type by predictive information (F(4, 17)=2.63, 
p<0.04) were significant for the accuracy of 
diagnosis of the failure. Results were similar to that 
of the accuracy that subjects recognized which 
system had the failure; non-pilots had more 
accurate diagnoses with none and status predictive 
information with a collocated and large area of 
parameter movement display (MDO) and with alert 
predictive information with a collocated and pattern 
recognition display (DoC). For pilots, a collocated 
pattern-recognition display (DoC) was the best for 
diagnosis irrespective of predictive information. 

Display type by predictive information 
(F(4, 17)=3.53, p<0.01) was significant for accurately 
recalling component values at the end of the 
scenario (Figure 9). Here, type of predictive 
information only matters for collocated, large area 
of parameter movement displays (MDO). 

Lastly, predictive information (F(2, 17)=4.59, 
p<0.02) was significant for the subjects 
remembering the time to an alert when they first 
noticed the failure. In general, subjects were the 
most accurate in remembering the initial time to an 
alert with status predictive information (Figure 10). 

Subjective Preferences 
Overall, subjects preferred to have the 

predictive information compared to no predictive 
information. With predictive information, subjects 
found it easier to determine the system (≈51% 
easier; F(2, 11) = 31.33, p<0.01), component (≈62% 
easier; F(2, 11) = 62.21, p<0.01), and parameter 
(≈59% easier; F(2, 11)=46.49, p<0.01) with the 
failure. They also found it easier to determine 
which checklist to use with predictive information 
(≈37% easier; F(2, 11)=7.10, p<0.01). 

Subjects also reported that workload was lower 
for determination of system status (≈43% less; 

 
Figure 9. Component Value Accuracy 

at End of Run 



 
Figure 10. Remembering the Initial Time 

to an Alert 

F(2, 11)=24.29, p<0.01), the component with the 
failure (≈53% less; F(2, 11)=50.23, p<0.01), and the 
parameter with the failure (≈52% less; 
F(2, 11)=39.22, p<0.01) with the predictive 
information. 

Lastly, subjects found predictive information 
useful (F(2, 11)=22.12, p<0.01) and they preferred 
predictive information (F(2, 11)=19.66, p<0.01) 
(Table 1). 

Table 1. Subjective Usefulness and Preference 
for Predictive Information 

Predictive Information Average SE 
Usefulness   
 None     50.0 0.0 
 Status     72.8 4.9 
 Alert     76.4 5.7 
Preference   
 None     50.0 0.0 
 Status     75.2 5.7 
 Alert     77.8 6.3 

0=low, 100=high; Compared against No Predictive 
Information; SE=standard error of the mean 

Discussion 
Previous research found that subjects like to 

have information predicting when a parameter 
would reach an alert range. This current research 
looked at whether the information should be more 

closely associated with the parameter information 
or with the alert information. 

Overall, subjects performed better and 
preferred to have predictive information available 
although the difference between status and alert 
predictive information was minimal. Subjects 
noticed failures with predictive information in 33 s 
as opposed to 64 s without predictive information. 
They also started the checklists 153 s before the 
failure with predictive information as opposed to 
122 s before the failure without predictive 
information. All failures took 39 s to 199 s from 
manifestation to alert if system configuration was 
not changed. Therefore, with predictive 
information, subjects saw the failures before an 
alert was reached and started the checklist well 
before any alert range would be reached. This led to 
lower workload levels. 

Previous research found that for detection, 
subjects wanted a display with a large area of 
parameter movement [13]. For detecting a failure 
with predictive information, pilot subjects 
preformed better with either no predictive 
information or status predictive information but 
non-pilot subjects performed better with alert 
predictive information. 

Pilot subjects probably did better with the 
status predictive information when detecting a 
failure because they also preferred displays with 
large areas of parameter movement for this task. 
This means the pilot subjects were using the 
parameter displays to look for failures and thus 
would do better with status predictive information 
which is on the parameter display. Pilots are 
accustomed to dividing attention between tasks, in 
this case keeping a target centered and detecting 
failures which involve different processing stages 
and processing codes [8, 10]. 

For non-pilot subjects who were not used to 
scanning for changes while timesharing with a 
tracking task, an alert predictive information 
message was easier to use in failure detection than 
status predictive information. The non-pilot subjects 
were, most likely, employing selective attention  [8, 
10]. Their attention was directed to the alert screen 
from the tracking task where the alert predictive 
information message was much easier to spot than 
the status predictive information. Furthermore, the 
alert message was much more rule-based 



knowledge (similar to “if – then” constructs) for the 
non-pilot subjects because the alert message 
directed them to a checklist to perform [10]; i.e., 
they did not have to understand the system in order 
to address the abnormality. 

For diagnosis with predictive information, the 
pilot subjects did not have a preference on type of 
predictive information. Non-pilot subjects 
performed better with alert predictive information 
on a pattern recognition display.  Non-pilot subjects 
also preferred no predictive information or status 
predictive information on a display with a large area 
of parameter movement. Previous research found 
that pattern recognition helps diagnosis [13]; 
therefore, alert predictive information may be best 
for diagnosis. This is because the alert message 
contains the diagnosis, which allows for quicker 
rule-based behavior during a possibly time-critical 
situation [10]. 

Subjects did best with status predictive 
information when they were asked to recall the 
system configuration and the time to an alert when 
they first detected the failure. This is most likely 
due to the simple message located on the affected 
system. This simple message had to be remembered 
was, for example, only the time to an alert rather 
than the time to an alert appended to the end of an 
alert message. Lastly, subjects preferred to have 
predictive information with no subjective 
preference between status and alert predictive 
information. 

Therefore, for detection and recalling what 
happened, status predictive information is best. For 
diagnosis, alert predictive information holds a slight 
edge. In general, predictive information allows for 
operators to remedy problems before they become 
critical. Operator decisions would, most likely, be 
better because operators would have more time to 
troubleshoot and plan, which would help lower 
workload and stress during non-normal events. This 
may also lead to better decision making during 
knowledge-based related non-normal events where 
considering all factors, rather than quickly focusing 
on a solution, is necessary to optimally solve the 
problem. 
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